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THE Henry Shaw School of Botany enjoys, through its affiliation with The Missouri Botanical Garden, opportunities and advantages which place it in the front rank of schools for botany throughout the country. With a library and herbarium second to none, and laboratories and plant materials sufficient to meet all needs, the School has long been recognized as one of the strongest graduate departments of the University. Holders of higher degrees in botany from Washington University are now to be found occupying prominent positions in many of the leading institutions of the country.
Library, Herbarium and Laboratories of the graduate department of the
Snow School of Botany.
Robert Edgar Turley, M.S.
Captain, U. S. A.

Wilmer Townsend Scott
Major, U. S. A.

Watkins       Riedel       Busen
Major Scott   Le Stourgeois  Oechsl
Wilder        Romeo        Owen
Worcester     Mueller      De Yong
Naylor        Captain Turley  Pough
              Muensch       Creeley
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